The following phishing email was received by members of the Northwestern community on or around April 23, 2019, appearing to be from a message center. DO NOT click on any links or open any attachments and DO NOT respond to this email or any email you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Northwestern University will never ask for personally identifiable information.

Please check out the How to Identify a Fraudulent Email Scam video on the NUIT Communications YouTube Channel for more information on how to spot phishing email scams.

Subject: E-mail Synching Error

Date: Thursday, April 4, 2019 at 10:05:38 AM Central Daylight Time

From: Message Center [noreply94683dacea02354da4363536dead437daebde43890643345aae626373da]

To: (email address intentionally removed by Northwestern IT)

You Have (3) messages that are being held, they are to be passed on to your inbox (@northwestern.edu) This is a result of your email not passing its SSL encryption Synchronization. Continue underneath to Recover your messages.
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